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autism respond to music similarly to typically developing people
[8], prefer harmonious to dissonant sounds [4] and deliberately
use music for mood management. Up to 80% of children with
autism experience anxiety [16] and this seems to be correlated to
social interactions while sensory processing abilities are
correlated to the children’s participation in leisure activities.
Allen and Heaton [1] hypothesize that musical induced emotions
could decrease anxiety levels. Alongside music, deep pressure
touch contributes to self-regulation [10] and, contrarily to light
touch, increases dopamine levels and decrease stress hormone
cortisol [6]. Studies also show that children with autism prefer
soft texture to hard plastic surfaces [5]. Tangible and
manipulative interactions intrinsically possess cognitive, social
and physical learning attributes that promote and facilitate many
other aspects of child development [14]. As such, when
designing technology to support social activities there is the need
to expand the design space to be more inclusive by minimizing
the barriers and maximizing outcome possibilities. Accessible
digital instruments have been deployed in SEN settings for
several years. The Skoog is one particular TUI that has been
developed to support music making for everyone by minimizing
the entry barriers [18]. Olly differs from previous multiuser TUIs
as it is made of soft textile material and uses accessible music
making as a rewarding mechanism to encourage social play
between autistic children.

ABSTRACT
We present Olly, a musical textile tangible user interface (TUI)
designed around the observations of a group of five children with
autism who like music. The intention is to support scaffolding social
interactions and sensory regulation during a semi-structured and openended playful activity. Olly was tested in the dance studio of a special
education needs (SEN) school in North-East London, UK, for a period
of 5 weeks, every Thursday afternoon for 30 minutes. Olly uses one
Bare touch board in midi mode and four stretch analog sensors
embedded inside four elastic ribbons. These ribbons top the main body
of the installation which is made by using an inflatable gym ball
wrapped in felt. Each of the ribbons plays a different instrument and
triggers different harmonic chords. Olly allows to play pleasant
melodies if interacting with it in solo mode and more complex
harmonies when playing together with others. Results show great
potentials for carefully designed musical TUI implementation aimed
at scaffolding social play while affording self-regulation in SEN
contexts. We present a brief introduction on the background and
motivations, design considerations and results.
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In this demo we present Olly (Figure 1), a musical textile
tangible user interface (TUI) designed to be inclusive for

1. INTRODUCTION
Play is a right for all children and its benefits for child
development have been extensively recognized [7]. Children
with autism often struggle with social and playful activities as
they experience challenges with flexible thinking, sensory
regulation, communication and social interaction [2] i.e. show
decrease eye-contact by the age of two [12] and seem to favor
synthetic sounds to naturally produced ones [13]. The
therapeutic potential of music for SEN children have been
widely recognized especially for supporting social interaction
like non-verbal communicative skills i.e. joint attention, and
initiation of social behaviors i.e. eye-contact [9]. People with

Figure 1. Olly played by two people.
children with autism. The aim was to foster social interactions
and provide opportunities for sensory regulation during a semistructured and open-ended playful activity. Olly was designed
after careful observations of a group of five minimally to non-verbal
children with autism who like music and builds on findings from our
previous study and the literature [15, 11, 17]. In our previous
study [15] we found that a semi-spherical shape fostered social
behaviors, hence we reflected this feature in the design of Olly.
Children could gather around the TUI and have the same rights
to access and entry points [11]. Furthermore the size, shape,
disposition and number of inputs of a device influence its
shareability attributes and affect social interactions [17].
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Therefore these aspects fed into the final design. Olly uses one
Bare touch board [3] in midi mode programmed using the Arduino
IDE and four stretch analog sensors embedded inside four elastic
ribbons. These ribbons top the main body of the installation which is
made by wrapping an inflatable gym ball (65cm diameter) in a 3mm
thick layer of felt. Each note is assigned to a different range of sensor’
values which are read through Arduino and played via a Minirig
speaker. Olly runs in stand-alone mode using a 3.7V Lipo battery.
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3. INTERACTION DESIGN
Each of the 4 ribbons plays a different instrument and triggers different
harmonic chords. Olly allows the users to play pleasant melodies if
interacting with it in solo mode while more complex harmonies
emerge when pulling more ribbons together. The more a ribbon is
pulled the higher in pitch the notes. The ribbons play different
chords (triads) each based on the C major scale. The purple
ribbon plays Dmin, the green plays Gmaj, the blue plays Fmaj
and the orange plays Cmaj. The aim was that of providing selfregulation oppurtunities by playing pleasant music and create
opportunities for self-applied deep-pressure. The elastics, which
could be stretched by using hands and/or other body parts i.e.
legs and feet, were designed to form deep-pressure responses
similar to those sought by the children during the observations
i.e. by patting hands or jumping on their feet or by using a
bouncing ball during P.E. lessons among other things.

4. RESULTS
Olly was tested in the dance studio of a special education needs (SEN)
school in North-East London, UK, for a period of 5 weeks, every
Thursday afternoon for 30 minutes. Children have appreciated the TUI
and the sounds. This was exhibited through the positive reactions
showed by the children i.e. by smiling and/or singing along. They also
made eye-contact several times and positively shared the device.
Considering the challenges faced by children with autism during social
interactions these findings showed positive results in regards to social
play and sensory regulation. Moreover, teachers commented
positively about the children’s experiences. One Teaching Assistant
reported that Olly “was good because it was round, there were no
edges, and so there was access to everyone. And it was soft, so
it's really welcoming. It made sound, like song. Something that
might have been familiar to them from a musical instrument [..]
As a shape, there was no gender of this [..] It was just like a nest.
It was accessible. It was really good”. The dance teacher who
facilitated the sessions reported “I think it's a beautiful piece. I
love the lycra. I loved all the colors you chose. I loved them and
the way it could be manipulated” and added that the children all
liked the sounds “it was like they were creating music [..] and it
was quite lovely when it got going”.
A video of Olly can be seen at https://vimeo.com/358480037
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